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Abstract: WxSPROM can be used to simulate nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).Com⁃
bining the product operator matrix with the non-linear Bloch equations, the software can be used to simulate the classical and quantum ef⁃
fects such as, scalar coupling, long-rang dipolar coupling, diffusion, chemical shift, radiation damping, transverse relaxation and longitudinal
relaxation efficiently. WxSPROM supports the design of complex pulse sequence based on GUI and a variety of custom shapes for pulse/
gradient in the simulation. The software, written in Java, based on Eclipse RCP plug-in frame，provides a good user experience and has
strong scalability. WxSPROM can be seamlessly connected with WxNMR, which developed for magnetic resonance instrument by our
team, greatly expanded the functions of latter.
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